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“‘Whoever controls the narrative controls the world.’ In Beyond
Esoteric, Brad provides wise counsel on how to navigate a path
through the hidden controllers’ thicket of lies to reach a higher
understanding and emancipation.” —Michael Salla, Ph.D.

Beyond Esoteric: Escaping Prison Planet
by Brad Olsen

N

othing in this world works the way we are led
to believe it does; there is always more to the
story. Be aware that there is a war being waged for
your body, mind and soul. Owners of corporations
have taken over governments in a new form of
Fascism that now incorporates high technology and
artificial intelligence. The survival of the human
race may depend on breaking the Truth Embargo,
that is, exposing the Big Lie.

$19.95 :: 480 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729740

eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.99
all ebook ISBN versions: 978-1888729757
“A worldwide explorer makes a journey down the rabbit hole
connecting the dots and leading us to the undeniable and inspiring
conclusion, it’s all in our hands. The Future of Humanity is at stake
and we hold the keys. Beyond Esoteric educates and enlightens.”
—Kerry Cassidy, Project Camelot
“A global awakening to the treacherous lies that have kept mankind
enslaved and ignorant for millennia is now well underway. The
quislings engaged in the cover-up of corruption, scandal and
subversion are shoveling sand against the tide. Thanks, in no small
measure, to modern day prophet Brad Olsen, their time and that of
our odious overlords are at an end. Congratulations dear reader.
By cracking open Beyond Esoteric: Escaping Prison Planet, you have
joined in this glorious restoration.” —Richard Syrett, Broadcaster,
Guest-Host Coast to Coast AM

www.facebook.com/ccc.publishing

Modern Esoteric was awarded for superior
Book Design in 2014 by GDUSA Magazine and
the American Graphic Design Awards

Modern Esoteric: Beyond Our Senses
2nd Edition
by Brad Olsen

O

rganized into three sections (Lifeology, Control
and Thrive), Modern Esoteric: Beyond Our Senses
by World Explorer magazine editor Brad Olsen
examines the flaws in ancient and modern history,
plus explains how esoteric knowledge, conspiracy
theories, and fringe subjects can be used to help
change the dead-end course we humans seem to be
blindly running ourselves into.

$17.95 :: 480 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729825
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.99
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729832
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729856
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729849
“The term ‘esoteric’ implies knowledge available to a select few. This
book opens the door to the many mysteries of our world being withheld
from us in the ‘official narrative.’ But at what cost? What is lost when
we are not fully informed in our current culture of secrecy? What is
our true potential as people? How will future generations view us at
this pivotal moment of human ascension?” —Adventures Unlimited
“The truth is not just a casualty of war but of peace. The official
narrative is controlled by an elite few to ensure that the real truth
remains hidden within a culture of secrecy. ... Olsen reveals many
pieces of the puzzle, explaining how we’ve been duped and what we
can do about it. A courageous work that serves to set us free.” –Nexus

www.EsotericSeries.com

Future Esoteric was awarded the top honor of
“Best Books 2013,” in the “Category of NEW
AGE,” issued by the Pinnacle Book Awards!

Future Esoteric: The Unseen Realms
2nd Edition
by Brad Olsen

T

hings are not always as they appear. For the past
century forbidden subjects such as UFOs, human
abductions, secret space programs, suppressed free
energy devices and other fantastic notions have
tested the human mind, forcing it to decipher fact
from fiction. But is there a common thread? As sites
like WikiLeaks and their founders try to unveil war
secrets and covert black operations, international
governments have little-by-little begun exposing
what they’ve tried for years to keep hidden.
Chronicling what he calls the “alternative narrative,”
Brad Olsen gets down to the middle of it all.

$17.95 :: 416 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729788
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.99
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729795
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729801
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729818
“... a newcomer to Coast to Coast ... Brad Olsen sounds like a guy
with a job we’d all enjoy to have. He travels the world and then
writes books. Future Esoteric: The Unseen Realms (is) jam-packed
with the bits and pieces culled from many of the writers and
researchers we know so well on this program. Secret societies, coverups, suppressed technology, UFO secrecy, reverse engineering, all
that. We’ve got a lot of ground to cover.” —George Knapp, guest
host of Coast to Coast AM

www.facebook.com/EsotericSeries

“Exceptionally well-written, organized and presented…The
Last Pope? is as informed and informative as it is thoughtful
and thought-provoking.” —The Midwest Book Review

Pope Francis: The Last Pope?: Money,

Masons and Occultism in the Decline of
the Catholic Church
by Leo Lyon Zagami

W

ith a paltry population of 842 persons, the
city-state of Vatican City in the heart of Rome
is the smallest nation in the world. What would we
find behind the walls of the world’s most sparsely
populated sovereign municipality? The Vatican City
is home to the pope, the Vatican Bank and the Swiss
Guards who offer protection. The popular façade of
a smiling pontiff leading the Catholic faithful to salvation is what the world sees. But maybe there is a
darker side? Through exploration of the integration
of Masons in the Vatican with ancient occult practices, Zagami believes the dawn of a New World Order begins with a One World Religion to be ushered
in by Pope Francis himself. Will our future be one of
global tyranny, or can we overcome this oppression
and advance towards universal enlightenment without direction from the Church?

$16.95 :: 224 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729542

eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.99
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729559
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729566
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729573

www.leozagami.com

“Author Leo Lyon Zagami…reveals confidential and top-secret
events. His book contends that the presence of numerous Illuminati
brotherhoods…have always been guides to the occult.”
—Higher Side Chats

Confessions of an Illuminati

Volume I: The Whole Truth about the
Illuminati and the New World Order
2nd Edition
by Leo Lyon Zagami

R

eleased in English for the first time by secret society insider and author Leo Lyon Zagami, this
ground-breaking book presents internal documents,
confidential rituals, secret fraternal rites, and a unique
perspective on global events that expose a web of deceit and total world control. His book contends that the
presence of numerous Illuminati brotherhoods and secret societies—just like the prestigious Yale University’s
Skull & Bones—have always been guides to the occult.
From the Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.)’s infiltration of
Freemasonry to the real Priory of Sion, this book exposes the hidden structure of the New World Order and the
occult practices of the various groups involved within
it, including their connections to Aleister Crowley, malevolent ETs, the intelligence community and the infamous Ur-Lodges. –Midwest Book Review

$17.95 :: 408 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729870
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.99
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729719
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729733
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729726

www.facebook.com/leolyonzagamiamericanadventures

“Leo Zagami has an acute knowledge of the powerful network
consisting nefarious new world order elite and exactly
what their future plans entail..” —Higher Side Chats

Confessions of an Illuminati

Volume II: The Time of Revelation and
Tribulation Leading up to 2020
by Leo Lyon Zagami

A

uthor Leo Lyon Zagami continues his masterful thesis of his former life within the Illuminati, “confessing” both his own role, and by digging
deeper to expose the players and their control grid.
He outlines the Satanic infiltration of Freemasonry,
pointing out the generational aspect of the bloodline families. The Confessions of an Illuminati narrative in Volume II is projected to the reality of today, including the occult maneuvers behind the New
World Order.

$17.95 :: 384 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729627
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.99
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729634
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729658
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729641
“The agenda for a New World Order is real and it includes a plan
to implement a World War III scenario by 2020, according to former
Illuminati member Leo Lyon Zagami in volume two of his Confessions
series. Zagami has a pedigree with roots in Italian/Sicilian nobility
with Freemasonic heritage as well as in Scottish nobility, again with
Freemasonic links. He reveals that the major forces working towards a
world government are Jesuits in cahoots with Zionists. But the other key
hand, he says, is China with its own brand of Freemasonry operating
behind the scenes. –Nexus

www.leozagami.com

“A new book to shake the world of parapsychology and
the paranormal.” —Alex Jones, InfoWars

Confessions of an Illuminati

Volume III: Espionage, Templars and
Satanism in the Shadows of the Vatican
by Leo Lyon Zagami

J

ust when you thought you learned all there was
to know in the first two volumes of Leo Lyon Zagami’s Confessions, the revelations are deeper and
even more twisted in Volume III. Zagami pushes the
boundaries once again with this unique and personal
journey into the mysteries of the secretive world of
the Illuminati. In the third book of his Confessions
series a variety of topics of interest are explored that
are always verified with documentation. Zagami
gives an account of humankind’s function within the
grand celestial battle between the internal controllers of Earth, and the external knowledge of a new
generation of conspiracy researchers.

$17.95 :: 336 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729665
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.99
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729672
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729696
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729689
“Leo Zagami tackles with courage and determination the difficult
theme of secret societies. [It is] an ‘enlightening’ guide to better cope
with a world that is about to change radically in the delicate inscrutable
relationship between earthly power and other unworldly powers.”
—Varo Venturi, film director, 6 days on Earth

www.facebook.com/leolyonzagamiamericanadventures

“If you believed that Leo Lyon Zagami had said everything in his
famous “Trilogy” you are wrong. The author now wants to complete
his work of dissemination... magical knowledge known only to the
elite of the enlightened.” —Amazon, Italian edition description

Invisible Master: The Puppeteers
Hidden Power
by Brad Olsen

W

ho are the Secret Chiefs, the Unknown Superiors,
the … Invisible Masters … who have guided
Freemasonry and other secret societies? What is the
Illuminati and the power groups associated with them?
For the first time in history, insider Leo Lyon Zagami gives
us access to these secrets, and presents an opportunity
to understand our alien reality and its true implications
for humanity. Supported by the latest discoveries in
quantum physics and the significance of CERN, the
author identifies the existence of multidimensional
doors … gates to the infinite … which are used by the
Illuminati sects to gain access to extraterrestrial entities
within our world. Shocking revelations unveil the links
between these supernatural beings and secret traditions
practiced within the mystery schools for millennia.

$17.95 :: 380 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729702
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.99
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729887
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729894
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729887
“From the secrets of Muslim esotericism to those of sexual magic, all
or almost everything will be revealed to you in this shocking text that
comes out in a precise historical moment to enlighten us all now....”
—MacroLibrarsi, Italy’s largest independent distributor

www.leozagami.com

“This intriguing look at intersections between Freemasonry and
the Western magical traditions will be sure to evoke outrage from
many quarters, but it poses crucial questions that deserve close
attention ... in a post-Christian age.” —John Michael Greer, 32°

The Key to Solomon’s Key: Is This the

Lost Symbol of Masonry?
– 2nd EDITION
by Lon Milo DuQuette

T

he popularity of Dan Brown’s Da Vinci Code
has ignited an explosion of public interest in
Freemasonry, and the role Masonry played in the
unfolding history of western civilization. What is
Masonry’s connection to the intrigues of the Knights
Templar? Did the Templars really possess a secret
that threatened the power of Rome? According to
the author, “The purpose of Masonry’s veneration of
Solomon is to present the power to master our own
evolving soul.”

$16.95 :: 256 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729283

eBook price from CCC Publishing: $7.95
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729368
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729412
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729375
“Modern occultist and freemason Lon DuQuette reveals the
most dangerous secret in the world, the blasphemous heresy that
undermines millennia of superstition. This carefully guarded
knowledge once caused the medieval Knight Templar to stamp upon
a Crucifix to redeem fallen humanity. Learn the Masonic teaching
by which the human spirit may be elevated—without ignoring either
historical reality or scientific fact.” —James Wasserman, author of
The Templars and the Assassins [et al].

http://www.londuquette.com

Extreme Adventures:
Hawaii*
by Brad Olsen

A

ll the best adventures of the
Hawaiian
Islands
including
extreme mountain biking, trekking,
snowboarding, surfing, hang gliding,
active volcano hiking, swimming with
dolphins, paragliding, partying, zodiac
rafting, windsurfing, and the best
snorkeling and dive sites. Adrenaline
junkies will love this book, packed
with radical excursions to get your
blood pumping, from paragliding off
Haleakala Volcano to snowboarding
Mauna Kea. Every adventure is rated
on a risk and adrenaline scale. All the
information you need to try them out
is here. Addresses and numbers of
outfitters, resources and organizations
offering help.

Extreme Adventures:
each/$14.95

A

Northern California*
by Brad Olsen

ll the best adventures of Northern California including the
regions of: the Northern Mountains; the North Coast; Wine
Country; the Bay Area; Santa Cruz region; Gold Rush country;
Sierra Nevada; Lake Tahoe and Yosemite. Here are the descriptions
for climbing Mt Shasta, camping in the northern mountains, sea
kayaking along the Lost Coast, surfing the hidden breaks, whitewater
rafting in Indian Country, bathing in the Napa Valley hot springs,
river running in Gold Country, and much more!

* Only available through CCC Publishing

Sacred Places North America: 108
Destinations was named the Bay Area
Travel Writers 2010 gold award winner for
the “Best Travel Book for Planet Earth.”

Sacred Places North America:
108 Destinations
– 2nd EDITION
by Brad Olsen

T

his comprehensive travel guide examines North
America’s most sacred sites for spiritually attuned explorers. Important archaeological, geological, and historical destinations are exhaustively
examined. From the weathered pueblos of the American Southwest to Graceland and the birthplace of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., cultural contexts are
objectively surveyed. Detailed maps, drawings, and
travel directions are included.

$19.95 :: 408 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729139

eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.95
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729191
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729252
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729337
“A revealing, useful, and enthusiastically recommended guide for
the vacationer seeking to fulfill their spiritual (and) recreational
yearnings.” —Midwest Book Review
“In addition to the more well-known locations, there are some
surprises, such as a place known as America’s Stonehenge in New
Hampshire, full of mysterious low stone walls and cobbled rock
chambers, thought to be used for rituals by Bronze Age inhabitants.
This book tends to include more historic sites than places for personal
transformation.” —Daily Herald

www.facebook.com/SacredPlaces108Destinations

ForeWord’s Book of the Year Awards:
Finalist, ADULT NON-FICTION
Travel Guides 2007
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Sacred Places Europe:
108 Destinations
by Brad Olsen

T

his guide to European holy sites examines the
most significant locations that shaped the religious consciousness of Western civilization. Travel
to Europe for 108 uplifting destinations that helped
define religion and spirituality in the Western
Hemisphere. From Paleolithic cave art and Neolithic
megaliths, to New Age temples, this is an impartial
guide book many millennium in the making.

$19.95 :: 344 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729122

eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.95
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729184
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729245
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729320
“For the traveler in search of sacred mountains and caves, pyramids,
holy places, temples and shrines, lost cities, and natural wonders, this
work serves up 108 destinations. Pilgrimage has a long tradition, and
this guidebook provides many interesting suggestions for those who
seek a spiritual focus in their travels. Most of the places discussed are
familiar to travelers. What is especially useful about this book is its
providing historical background and detailing the spiritual practices
associated with many of these places, especially their origins. The call
of the past and a chance to walk where those before us have gone will
likely strike a chord.” —Library Journal

www.BradOlsen.com

ForeWord’s Book of the Year Awards:
Finalist, ADULT NON-FICTION
Travel Guides 2004
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Sacred Places Around the World:
108 Destinations
– 2nd EDITION
by Brad Olsen

W

orld travelers and armchair tourists who want
to explore the mythology and archaeology of
the ruins, sanctuaries, mountains, lost cities, and
temples of ancient civilizations will find this guide
ideal. This is a guide to planetary spiritual sites of
energy where our ancestors gathered to perform
sacred rituals, ceremonies and worship various
forms of God.

$17.95 :: 288 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729108
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $8.95
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729160
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729238
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729313
“For each site, Brad Olsen provides historical background, a
description of the site and its special features, and directions for
getting there.” —Theology Digest
“Unleash your imagination by going on a mystical journey. Brad
Olsen gives his take on some of the most amazing and unexplained
spots on the globe – including the underwater ruins of Bimini, which
seem to point the way to Lost City of Atlantis. You can choose to take
an armchair pilgrimage (the book is a fascinating read) or follow his
tips on how to travel to these powerful sites yourself.” —Mode

info @ CCCPublishing.com

“This comprehensive guide examines most sacred destinations
of Goddess ... with the latest academic theories and insightful
metaphysical ruminations.” —Metaphysical News

Sacred Places of Goddess:
108 Destinations
by Karen Tate

T

his comprehensive guide escorts the reader on
a pilgrimage that reawakens, rethinks, and reveals the Divine Feminine in a multitude of sacred
locations on every continent. Visit shrines, springs,
temples, yoni stones, archaeological sites, museums
and labyrinths. Examine the spectrum of evidence
as the author clarifies mythologies, and documents
the long history of Goddess reverence in many cultures. Tate outlines worldwide locations devoted to
Goddess worship, from the moment self-awareness
crept into the collective spirits of our ancestors, to
the living traditions of Goddess practitioners today.

$19.95 :: 424 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729115

eBook price from CCC Publishing: $9.95
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729177
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729269
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729344
“This is truly a magnificent book! In 424 pages, Karen Tate explores
places of the Goddess and Divine traditions of the Female from all over
the world ... This is a book to dip into with much joy and celebration ...
Within such a broad framework, Karen manages to give a surprising
in-depth treatment of the places, with well-researched knowledge of
the history and meaning and mythology of the sites and general details
of how to get to them.” —Goddess Alive

 www.KarenTate.com

Tribes of Burning Man was named the
Bronze Winner of the 2011 Sharp Writ
“Best Nonfiction Book of the Year”

The Tribes of Burning Man: How an

Experimental City in the Desert is Shaping
the New American Counterculture

by Steven T. Jones

T

he Burning Man Festival has taken on a new
character in recent years, with the frontier finally becoming a real city and the many tribes of the
event—the fire artists, circus freaks, music lovers,
do-gooders, sexual adventurers, grungy builders,
and a myriad of other burner collectives—developing an impactful perennial presence in sister cities
all over the world.

$17.95 :: 312 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729290
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $8.95
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729450
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729443
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729436
“It’s a gutsy venture to try to chronicle a culture as alive and ever
changing as Burning Man. ... when people look back on the history of
this desert civilization, where money is discouraged, spectators are
banned, drugs are like candy, clothing is optional, and gentle weirdness
prevails, I hope they refer to this comprehensive, sharply written volume
as a trusted resource.” —San Luis Obispo New Times
“Burning Man used to be a desert tent city with a do-it-yourself ethos.
But its growth—and the increasing wealth of many of its attendees—
has seen an influx of cash. Commerce around Burning Man has evolved
and it’s a complicated dance,” says Steven T. Jones, author of The Tribes
of Burning Man. —Wall Street Journal

www.StevenTJones.com

“Travel can be a nightmare when you find yourself in the wrong
place at the wrong time. This subversive masterpiece of travel
writing might just save your sanity the next time you go out
there. Get it. It makes life fun!” —Oliver Stone, film director

World Stompers: A Global Travel Manifesto
– 5th EDITION
by Brad Olsen

T

his is a travel guide to assist and motivate
readers in their quest to travel the world. It is
written to inform the curious mind that the planet
is wide open for exploration. World Stompers seeks
to clear up misconceptions about traveling, candidly
portray how travelers are interacting with different
cultures of the world, and show how very rewarding
the entire experience can be. World Stompers will lay
a foundation for young people to take responsibility
for themselves, budget their money, and set out on a
voyage that will be remembered for a lifetime.

$17.95 :: 288 pages

paperback ISBN: 978-1888729054
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $8.90
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729061
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729276
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729351
“This brightly colored post-psychedelic cover conceals what may be
more than you ever knew existed about (travel).” —Chicago Tribune
“Some travelers like it a little wild. If you do, World Stompers is a
great travel book to buy—it is an impeccably honest description of the
world.” —Student World Traveler

www.stompers.com

“The editors had the courage to embark on this border-crossing
adventure in publishing and lived to bring back a collection of
extraordinary memories, memories that conjure our own most
moving journeys and make us hunger for more.” —Salon

In Search of Adventure: A Wild Travel
Anthology
Edited and written by Bruce Northam & Brad Olsen

T

his epic collection of 100 travelers’ tales celebrates
the wild side of contemporary travel— revealing,
humorous, sometimes naughty stories by acclaimed
authors. In Search of Adventure features the roving
prose of Simon Winchester, Tim Cahill, Marybeth
Bond, Jeff Greenwald, Robert Young Pelton, Richard
Bangs, Phil Trupp, Paul McHugh, Don George and
Linda Watanabe McFerrin—complemented by an
eclectic gathering of characters including an Indian
guru, a rock-n-roll Hall of Famer, a Manhattan
horse-drawn carriage driver, a comedian, a shrink, a
career surfer, a few actors and an anonymous, bestselling bad boy.

$17.95 :: 465 pages
paperback ISBN: 978-1888729306
eBook price from CCC Publishing: $8.95
PDF ISBN: 978-1888729061
Kindle ISBN: 978-1888729214
ePub ISBN: 978-1888729351
“The anthology is a fresh, irreverent look at international travel, and
delves into areas often glossed over, including experiences with crime,
sex, and religious fraud.” —San Francisco Chronicle

www.AmericanDetour.com
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